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Estates and facilities

Estates and facilities staff look after NHS buildings and the grounds around them so they are a safe and 
pleasant environment for our staff and patients. They also make sure that goods and patients are where they 
need to be so care is received at the right time and the right place. 
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Discover the roles available

Getting experience

Getting experience can set you on the road to an NHS career
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Find out about NHS apprenticeships

An apprentieship could be your first step to a career in NHS estates
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Real-life stories
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Looking for a job?

Find out how to apply and get some tips

Looking for a job [5]

Find out about working in the NHS

See what we have to offer
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I have a stronger sense of purpose and feel proud to be working for the NHS and doing my bit.

Read Martin's story [7]

Aim high with a career in estates management
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Be the heartbeat of an NHS hospital.

Become a porter.

Porter [9]

Need advice for an application or interview?

Check out our top tips

Applications and interviews [10]

NHS pay and benefits [11]

Find out what we offer including annual leave and career development
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